Budalicious
Hawaii’s first legal coffee shop with the best blends to set
your mind right!!!
420 High Street
Pakalolo Heights
96420
Phone:808-get-high

Edibles:
●
●
●
●
●

Stack of pancakes drizzled in syrup w/hash butter
Homemade waffles drizzled in syrup w/hash butter
Grilled Cheese w/Hash butter spread on toast
Italian sausage spaghetti w/2 pieces of hash butter toast
Sm/Med/Lrg pizza topping of your choice

$5
$5
$4
$12

Small
Medium
Large

$10
$12
$14

Strains:
Quarter ounce-
$65
Half Ounce- 
$120
Ounce-
$200
Quarter Pound- 
$420

Pre-89 Bubba Kush-
Born in the days of grunge, The Spice Girls, and Y2K, Pre-98 Bubba Kush is a
blast from the past. This strain provides consumers with a consistent indica-heavy body sensation,
making it a favorite for more than a decade. Pre-98 Bubba Kush is great for those looking for
pain relief without feeling overwhelmed or incapacitated. Flowering at around 10 weeks, P-98
features a pungent, musky scent and coffee-like taste. This oldie but goodie might be just the thing
when you’re looking to relax and unwind at the end of a long day.

Mango Kush-
The Mango Kush marijuana strain tastes similar to the the actual mango fruit, with a
distinct kush flavor, and hints of pine on the exhale. It's buds are covered with orange pistils and
are described as very dense. The plant has an average growth height of 4-5 feet. Flowering is
9-11 weeks and is a favorite with both indoor and outdoor growers. The buds have thick shiny
trichomes which are evident when the bud is broken apart. The smell and taste are the same and
described as mango and banana. THC content has been measured up to 16% and CBD at 0.3%.

White Widow:
-
Among the most famous strains worldwide is White Widow, a balanced
hybrid
first bred in the Netherlands by Green House Seeds. A cross between a
Brazilian
sativa
landrace
and a resin-heavy
South Indian
indica
, White Widow has blessed every Dutch coffee shop menu
since its birth in the 1990s. Its buds are white with crystal resin, warning you of the potent effects
to come. A powerful burst of
euphoria
and
energy
breaks through immediately, stimulating both
conversation
and
creativity
. White Widow’s genetics have given rise to many other legends like
White Russian
,
White Rhino
, and
Blue Widow
. Still, many growers prefer cultivation of the original
White Widow, which flowers in about 60 days indoors.

Alaskan Thunder Fuck-
Alaskan Thunder Fuck is a strong sativa that will have you feeling the

effects soon after exhale. Can also be known as Manatuska Thunder Fuck because it originates
from the Manatuska Valley in Alaska.

Grape Ape
-
Grape Ape has a sweet smell and very strong grape taste. Delivers a nice just-right
indica punch, not a complete knock out. A favorite for pain relief and other medicinal uses.

Purple Urkel-
Purple Urkle has a complex flavor blend of skunk, berries, and grapes. A heavy

indica that is often too strong for some people. Recommended for nighttime use, Urkle is long
lasting and works great for insomnia sufferers.

Nothern Lights
-
Pungently
sweet
,
spicy
aromas radiate from the crystal-coated buds, which
sometimes reveal themselves in hues of purple. Northern Lights’ psychoactive effects settle in firmly
throughout the body,
relaxing
muscles and pacifying the mind in dreamy
euphoria
. Comfortable
laziness allows patients to relieve
pain
and
sleeplessness
, while its mellow contentment roots out
depression
and
stress
. Several different Northern Lights
phenotypes
circulate the market, but Sensi
Seeds recommends a general indoor flowering time of 45 to 50 days.

Seattle Cough-
is a potent, long-lasting
sativa
hybri
d grown by Dutch Brothers in Washington.

Blue Cheese
-
is an
indica
cross created by crossing a
Blueberry
male with an original
U.K. Cheese
(a
Skunk #1
phenotype
) female. The
sweet
and savory smells of
berry
and
blue cheese
combine
to create a creamy, unique flavor reminecent of the original C
heese
.. The heavy indica effects will
help you feel
relaxed
at the end of the day and can provide relief for
muscle spasms
,
pain
, and
stress
.

Desserts:
Munchi mayhem
:- 10 sticks of of graham crackers dipped in S'mores melted over roasted peanuts
adept with only the finest milk chocolate, and bathed in caramell...~

Mauvaises herbes brownie:
- Milk chocolate batter mixed in with only the finest strains of your
choice. once mixed it is glazed and blazed to perfection...~ 10$

Butterscotch pudding pie:
- Pie crust bread f
rom It is tender enough to bite easily and it is also

flaky so that distinct layers of dough are clearly visible butterscotch whipped cream. 10$

Apple pie pizza:-
Tender and flakey pie crust cloaked in rivers of melt watering apple cider
infused pasted across a whip creamed field of beauty. 15$

No-bake nutella cheesecake
:- Easy on th eyes,yet heavy in the stomach. filling and heartwarming
along with an assortment of nuts of your choice. ~ 10$

Ice cream sundae cookie cups
:- Meadows of harmony and blends flow through the creamy and
frothy full substance of the ice cream on top of a blissful patty of pure happiness awaiting you at
the bottom. ~ 10$

DRINKS:
● Cafe Au Lait-- Grande $3 --Vent 5$i
● Affogato-- Grande$2--Vent i5$
● Cortado-- Grande$2--Vent i5$
● Americano-- Grande$2--Venti 5$
● Iced Coffee-- Grande$2--Venti 5$
● Cafe Latte-- Grande$3--Venti 5$
● Cafe Cubano-- Grande$3--Venti 5$
● Frappuccino-- Grande$2--Venti 5$
● Caramel Macchiato-- Grande$3--Venti 5$

